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Abstract Many studies, using a variety of imaging techniques, have shown that 
deafness induces functional plasticity in the brain of adults with late-onset deaf-
ness, and in children changes the way the auditory brain develops. Cross modal 
plasticity refers to evidence that stimuli of one modality (e.g. vision) activate neural 
regions devoted to a different modality (e.g. hearing) that are not normally activated 
by those stimuli. Other studies have shown that multimodal brain networks (such 
as those involved in language comprehension, and the default mode network) are 
altered by deafness, as evidenced by changes in patterns of activation or connectiv-
ity within the networks. In this paper, we summarise what is already known about 
brain plasticity due to deafness and propose that functional near-infra-red spectros-
copy (fNIRS) is an imaging method that has potential to provide prognostic and 
diagnostic information for cochlear implant users. Currently, patient history factors 
account for only 10 % of the variation in post-implantation speech understanding, 
and very few post-implantation behavioural measures of hearing ability correlate 
with speech understanding. As a non-invasive, inexpensive and user-friendly imag-
ing method, fNIRS provides an opportunity to study both pre- and post-implantation 
brain function. Here, we explain the principle of fNIRS measurements and illustrate 
its use in studying brain network connectivity and function with example data.
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1  Introduction

1.1  Deafness, Language and Brain Plasticity: Evidence 
from Imaging Studies

Speech understanding involves complex multimodal networks involving vision, 
hearing and sensory motor areas as well as memory and frontal lobe functions 
mostly in the left hemisphere (LH), and encompasses a range of elements such as 
phonology, semantics, and syntactics. The right hemisphere (RH) has fewer special-
ised functions for language processing, and its role is mostly in the evaluation of 
the communication context (Vigneau et al. 2011). Imaging studies have shown that 
adults who have undergone periods of profound post-lingual deafness demonstrate 
changes in brain activity and function in language-associated brain areas that are 
not observed in normally-hearing individuals, and that further functional plasticity 
occurs as a result of cochlear implantation.

Lee et al. (2003) used positron emission tomography (PET) to compare resting-
state activity in 9 profoundly deaf individuals and 9 age-matched normal-hearing 
controls. They found that glucose metabolism in some auditory areas was lower than 
in normally-hearing people, but significantly increased with duration of deafness, 
and concluded that plasticity occurs in the sensory-deprived mature brain. Later, 
they showed that children with good speech understanding 3 years after implanta-
tion had enhanced metabolic activity in the left prefrontal cortex and decreased met-
abolic activity in right Heschl’s gyrus and in the posterior superior temporal sulcus 
before implantation compared to those with poor speech understanding (Lee et al. 
2007). They argued that increased activity in the resting state in auditory areas may 
reflect cross modal plasticity that is detrimental to later success with the cochlear 
implant (CI). Recently, Dewey and Hartley (2015) used functional near infrared 
spectroscopy (fNIRS) to demonstrate that the auditory cortex of deaf individuals is 
abnormally activated by simple visual stimuli.

Not all studies have suggested detrimental effects of brain changes due to deaf-
ness on the ability to adapt to listening with a CI. Two studies by Giraud et al used 
PET to study the activity induced by speech stimuli in CI users. The first showed 
that, compared to normal-hearing listeners, they had altered functional specificity of 
the superior temporal cortex, and exhibited contribution of visual regions to sound 
recognition (Giraud et al. 2001a). Secondly, the contribution of the visual cortex 
to speech recognition increased over time after implantation (Giraud et al. 2001b), 
suggesting that the CI users were actively using enhanced audio-visual integration 
to facilitate their learning of the novel speech sounds received through the CI. In 
contrast, Rouger et al. (2012) suggested a negative impact of cross modal plastic-
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ity: they found that the right temporal voice area (TVA) was abnormally activated 
in CI users by a visual speech-reading task and that this activity declined over time 
after implantation while the activity in Broca’s area (normally activated by speech 
reading) increased over time after implantation. Coez et al. (2008) also used PET to 
study activation by voice stimuli of the TVA in CI users with poor and good speech 
understanding. The voice stimuli induced bilateral activation of the TVA along the 
superior temporal sulcus in both normal hearing listeners and CI users with good 
speech understanding, but not in CI users with poor understanding. This result is 
consistent with the proposal of Rouger et al that the TVA is ‘taken over’ by visual 
speech reading tasks in CI users who do not understand speech well. Strelnikov 
et al. (2013) measured PET resting state activity and activations elicited by audi-
tory and audio-visual speech in CI users soon after implantation and found that 
good speech understanding after 6 months of implant use was predicted by a higher 
activation level of the right occipital cortex and a lower activation in the right mid-
dle superior temporal gyrus. They suggested that the pre-implantation functional 
changes due to reliance on lip-reading were advantageous to development of good 
speech understanding through a CI via enhanced audio-visual integration. In sum-
mary, functional changes that occur during deafness can both enhance and degrade 
the ability to adapt to CI listening, perhaps depending on the communication strat-
egy each person used while deaf.

Lazard et al. have published a series of studies using functional magnetic reso-
nance imaging (fMRI), in which they related pre-implant data with post-implant 
speech understanding. They found that, when doing a rhyming task with written 
words, CI users with later good speech understanding showed an activation pattern 
that was consistent with them using the normal phonological pathway to do the 
task, whereas those with poor outcomes used a pathway normally associated with 
lexical-semantic understanding (Lazard et al. 2010). They further compared activity 
evoked by speech and non-speech imageries in the right and left posterior superior 
temporal gyrus/supramarginal gyrus (PSTG/SMG) (Lazard et al. 2013). These areas 
are normally specialised for phonological processing in the left hemisphere and en-
vironmental sound processing in the right hemisphere. Their results suggested the 
abnormal recruitment of the right PSTG/SMG region for phonological processing.

In summary, studies have shown functional changes due to periods of deafness, 
some of which are detrimental and some advantageous to post-implant speech un-
derstanding. It is evident that the functional changes involve not just the auditory 
cortex, but the distributed multimodal language networks and that reliance on lip-
reading while deaf may be a major factor that drives functional changes.

1.2  Functional Near Infra-red Spectroscopy (fNIRS)

Near infra-red (NIR) light (wavelengths 650–1000 nm) is relatively transparent to 
human tissues. The absorption spectra of oxygenated and de-oxygenated haemo-
globin (HbO and HbR respectively) for NIR light differ in that HbO maximally ab-
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sorbs light of longer wavelength (900–1000 nm) whereas HbR maximally absorbs 
light of shorter wavelength. These differential absorption spectra make it possible 
to separate out changes in the concentration of HbO and HbR. In response to neu-
ral activity in the brain, an increase in oxygenated blood is directed to the region, 
resulting in a drop in de-oxygenated blood. Thus HbO and HbR concentrations 
change in opposite directions in response to neural activity (Shah and Seghouane 
2014). Changes in HbO and HbR resulting from a neural response to a stimulus or 
due to resting state activity can be analysed to produce activation patterns and also 
to derive connectivity measures between regions of interest.

In the fNIRS imaging system optodes are placed at various locations on the 
scalp. Each fNIRS channel consists of a paired source and detector. The source 
emits a light beam, directed perpendicular to the scalp surface, and the detector 
detects the light emerging from the brain. The detected light beam has scattered in 
a banana-shaped pathway through the brain reaching a depth of approximately half 
the distance between the source and detector. In a montage of multiple optodes, 
each source can be associated with a number of surrounding detectors to form a 
multi-channel measurement system. In continuous wave systems, two frequencies 
of light are emitted by the diodes, and the signals at each source are frequency-mod-
ulated at different rates to facilitate separation of the light from different sources at 
the same detector position.

For studying language areas in the brain in CI users, fNIRS offers some advan-
tages over other imaging methods: compared to PET it is non-invasive; in contrast 
to fMRI it can be used easily with implanted devices, is silent, and is more robust 
to head movements; compared to EEG/MEG it has much greater spatial resolution, 
and in CI users is free from electrical or magnetic artifacts from the device or the 
stimuli. The portability, low-cost, and patient-friendly nature of fNIRS (similar to 
EEG) makes it a plausible method to contribute to routine clinical management of 
patients, including infants and children.

However, there are also limitations of fNIRS. The spatial resolution is limited 
by the density of the optodes used, and is not generally as good as that found with 
fMRI or PET. The depth of imaging is limited, so that it is only suitable for imaging 
areas of the cortex near the surface [although other designs of fNIRS systems that 
use lasers instead of diodes and use pulsatile stimuli can derive 3-dimensional im-
ages of the brain, at least in infants (Cooper et al. 2014)]. However, fNIRS has been 
successfully used in a range of studies to determine effects on language processing 
in hearing populations of adults and children (Quaresima et al. 2012), therefore it 
shows promise for assessing language processing in deaf populations and those 
with cochlear implants.

In this paper we describe methods and present preliminary data for two investi-
gations using fNIRS to compare CI users and normally-hearing listeners. In the first 
experiment, we measure resting state connectivity, and in the second experiment we 
compare the activation of cortical language pathways by visual and auditory speech 
stimuli.
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2  Methods

2.1  fNIRS Equipment and Data Acquisition

Data were acquired using a multichannel 32 optode (16 sources and 16 detectors) 
NIRScout system. Each source LED emitted light of two wavelengths (760 and 
850 nm). The sources and detectors were mounted in a pre-selected montage using 
an EASYCAP with grommets to hold the fNIRS optodes, which allowed regis-
tration of channel positions on a standard brain template using the international 
10–20 system. To ensure optimal signal detection in each channel, the cap was fitted 
first, and the hair under each grommet moved aside before placing the optodes in 
the grommets. For CI users, the cap was fitted over the transmission coil with the 
speech processor hanging below the cap. The data were exported into MatLab or 
nirsLAB for analysis.

2.2  Resting-State Connectivity in CI Users Using fNIRS

In this study we compare the resting state connectivity of a group of normal hearing 
listeners compared to a group of experienced adult CI users. Brain function in the 
resting state, or its default-mode activity (Raichle and Snyder 2007) is thought to 
reflect the ability of the brain to predict changes to the environment and track any 
deviation from the predicted. Resting state connectivity (as measured by the correla-
tion of resting state activity between different cortical regions) is influenced by func-
tional organisation of the brain, and hence is expected to reflect plastic changes such 
as those due to deafness. In this study, we hypothesised that CI users would exhibit 
resting-state connectivity that was different from that of normally-hearing listeners.

We used a 4 × 4 montage of 8 sources and detectors (24 channels) in each hemi-
sphere (Fig. 1d), which covered the auditory and somatosensory regions of the brain. 
Sources and detectors were separated by 3 cm. Data in each channel were pre-pro-
cessed to remove ‘glitches’ due to head movements and ‘good’ channels were identi-
fied by a significant cross-correlation ( r > 0.75) between the data for the two wave-
lengths. Any ‘poor’ channels were discarded. The data were then converted to HbO 
and HbR based on a modified Beer-Lambardt Law (Cope et al. 1988). Since resting 
state connectivity is based upon correlations between activity in relevant channels, 
it is important to carefully remove any aspects of the data (such as fluctuations from 
heartbeat, breathing, or from movement artifacts that are present in all channels) that 
would produce a correlation but is not related to neural activity. These processing 
steps to remove unwanted signals from the data included: minimizing regional drift 
using a discrete cosine transform; removing global drift using PCA ‘denoising’ tech-
niques, low-pass filtering (0.08 Hz) to remove heart and breathing fluctuations. Fi-
nally the connectivity between channels was calculated using Pearson’s correlation, r. 
To account for missing channels, the data were reduced to 9 regions of interest in each 
hemisphere by averaging the data from groups of 4 channels.
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2.3  Language Networks in CI Users Using fNIRS

In the second study, we aimed to measure the activity in regions in the brain in-
volved in language processing in response to auditory and visual speech stimuli. 
We hypothesised that, compared to normal-hearing listeners, CI users would show 
altered functional organisation, and furthermore that this difference would be cor-
related with lip-reading ability and with their auditory speech understanding.

The optode montage for this experiment is shown in Fig. 2a. fNIRS data were 
collected using a block design (12-s stimulus blocks separated by 15–25-s silent 
gaps and preceded by resting state baseline) in two sessions. In the first session, 
stimuli were visual and auditory words: in the second session stimuli were auditory 
and audiovisual sentences. The auditory stimuli were presented via EAR-4 insert 
ear phones in normally-hearing listeners, or via direct audio input for the CI users. 
Sounds were only presented to the right ear of subjects (the CI users were selected 
to have right-ear implants).

Fig. 1  Mean resting state connectivity in groups of 5 normal-hearing ( NH) listeners (a) and 5 CI 
users (b). The line colour and thickness denote the strength of connectivity (r) in the different brain 
regions of interest ( colour bars denotes r-values). Panel c shows the channels that are significantly 
more highly connected in NH compared to CI listeners. Panel d shows the montage used and the 
18 regions of interest
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3  Results

3.1  Preliminary fNIRS Data for Resting-State Connectivity

Figure 1 shows data for mean resting state connectivity in groups of (A) 5 normal-
hearing (NH) listeners, and (B) 5 CI users: panel C shows channels that are more 
highly connected in the NH listeners than in the CI users ( p < 0.001), using Net-
work Based Statistics (Zalesky et al. 2010, pp. 1197–1207). All NH listeners tested 
to date have shown particularly strong connectivity between analogous regions in 
left and right hemispheres, consistent with other studies using fNIRS (Medvedev 
2014). In contrast, the CI users in this group have consistently shown lower inter-
hemispheric connectivity than the NH listeners.

Fig. 2  Task-related activation due to audiovisual sentences (sound in right ear). a optode mon-
tage. b mean activation pattern from 10 NH listeners. c and d activation patterns from individual 
CI users with good and poor speech understanding, respectively. The colour bar scale denotes the 
significance (t-value) of the activation compared to resting state
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3.2  Preliminary fNIRS Data for Language Networks

Figure 2 illustrates the task-related activation pattern evoked by audiovisual sen-
tences, comparing the mean pattern from a group of 10 NH listeners to example 
patterns from two individual CI users with good and poor speech understanding. 
All NH listeners showed a similar activation pattern in wide language-associated 
regions in both hemispheres with asymmetry favouring the left hemisphere. The 
CI user with good speech understanding (100 % correct sentences in quiet) shows a 
generally similar pattern to that of the NH listeners, with left hemisphere dominance 
but greater activation in frontal areas (Broca’s). In contrast, the CI user with poor 
speech understanding (< 50 % correct) has very little significant left-hemisphere ac-
tivity, and little activation out of primary and associated auditory areas. Further work 
is being undertaken to compare activation patterns and connectivity in language 
pathways between CI users and NH listeners, and to correlate relevant differences 
to individual behavioural measures of speech understanding and lip-reading ability.

4  Discussion

Our preliminary data show that fNIRS has the potential to provide insight into the 
way that brain functional organisation is altered by deafness and subsequent cochle-
ar implantation. The fNIRS tool may be particularly useful for longitudinal studies 
that track changes over time, so that the changes in brain function can be correlated 
with simultaneous changes in behavioural performance. In this way, new knowledge 
about functional organisation and how it relates to an individual’s ability to process 
language can be gained. For example, an fNIRS pre-implant test may, in the future, 
provide valuable prognostic information for clinicians and patients, and provide 
guidance for individual post-implant therapies designed to optimise outcomes. Rou-
tine clinical use of fNIRS is feasible due to its low-cost. It will be particularly useful 
in studying language development in deaf children due to its patient-friendly nature.
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